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Pina was born and raised in Montreal to Italian born parents 
Augusto and Angelina Di Blasi. She first caught the acting 
bug in high school and then moved to Los Angeles when she 
was eighteen to pursue her passion for of acting. 
She took time to learn from the best in the industry includ-
ing studying and graduating at the renowned Piero Dusa 
Conservatory. Pina got her break appearing in the Greg Araki 
directed music video "The Jag" by The Micronauts And Pilot 
for MTV this is how the world ends written and directed by 
Greg Araki. She then went to star in the films "Love Anony-
mous," "Man of Honor" " and appeared in the film "Swindle." 
She then moved back to Montreal and worked on the French 
film "3 Seasons" directed by Jim Donavan starring famed 
Canadian actors such as Caroline Neron, Romano Arzari and 
Claudia Ferri. She later on  appeared in the Lifetime Televi-
sion Movie "Thrill of the Kill" opposite Shiri Appleby 
(Roswell). 

Di Blasi also co-starred in the Canadian TV series "The Endless Grind."
She went to lend her voice to Assassins Creed 2 for the ground braking video game. 
She continued on by appearing in Canadian tv series Being  Human and award winning cop televi-
sion show 19-2 . Before taking some time off to become a mother she produced the pilot of a 
reality series shot in LA and Barcelona.  She is now the proud mother to her beloved 5 year old son 
Santo and after a long hiatus started up again in a small role for this summers hit Blood and trea-
sure for CBS and then this last fall in a Role  opposite Sergio Castellito ( Mega Star  of Italian films 
and director of Italian cinema ) in Mafia inc directed by the Uber talented Podz portraying the role 
of Caterina Paterno coming out summer of 2019. This movie was shot in French , English and Ital-
ian. She is currently writing a script about the defining moments in her life , all the ups and downs 
and finding humour in all of it and she’s hoping to bring it to the silver screen in the next few years. 
Pina is fluent in English , French , Italian and Spanish and looks forward to working in her mother 
land of Italy very soon. 
She is absolutely thrilled to join the dance 123 family and teach future generations of talent. 


